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 Willow Ring Bird Feeder 

Weave a ring of bendy willow and push a stick through one side of it to 
make a perch. Push a wooden kebab stick through the willow into the      
middle of the ring. Thread an apple (or other fruit) on the skewer before 
pushing it through the other side of the ring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

Use some string to tie the feeder to a tree branch 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Wizard’s Wand 

 Find a stick that you like. Scrape off the 
 bark. Use sandpaper to make the stick 
 smooth.  

 To make the wand last longer, paint it with 
 PVA  glue.   

 For a less natural look, decorate the wand 
 with paint, glitter, ribbons etc. 

 Cast your spell! 

Find a fairly straight, strong stick  about a metre 
long. Attach some bendy twigs at one end to make 

a brush. Secure tightly with ribbon or string. Add some decoration for a 
less natural look if you wish. Climb aboard and fly! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

 Witch’s Broomstick 
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 Native American Sticks 

Decorate a stick with feathers, wool, ribbons, bells to make your           
very own Native American dance stick. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Hobby Animals 

 

Stuff a sock with some scrunched up newspaper. Push a long sturdy stick 
into the sock and secure with ribbon or string. 

Decide what type of animal you want to make. Find natural objects to make 
the face and secure with double sided sticky tape. eg) conker eyes, leafy 
ears, twiggy horns or antlers, grassy mane.etc 

Mount your hobby animal and ride through the woodland walk! 

Hold on tight! 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Picture Frames 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tie four sticks (or 4 bundles) together to make a 
square/rectangle  frame.       Decorate your 
frame with natural materials. Stick some card behind the frame. Put a pho-
to, drawing, or leaf inside the frame…... 

 

 

         …. or thread some string to make                                                                                                
         a spider  web effect. 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Make your own Paintbrush and Paint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attach 
some 

leaves or other natural materials to the end of a 
stick . (Some sticks such as  elder have a soft 
pith inside which is great for pushing a feather 
into to make a feather brush.) 

Make your own paint by adding a small amount of     
water to soil, clay or crushed berries.   

Alternatively make some nature paint for a textured 
painty experience…..!                    

Find and collect brown leaves and  add them to brown 
paint, add grass to green paint, 
add dandelions to yellow paint, 
add white paint to white petals 
etc etc 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Wash Time Fun!  

Hand wash a selection of clothes in warm soapy water. Rinse. Wring.                    
Peg on a washing line outside to dry  . 

You will need bowls, water, mild detergent (use washing up liquid for lots of 
bubbles!), washing line, pegs and something to wash! 

Variations: 

Warm water/cold water. 

Find a long, stout pole for a line prop. 

Hang clothes out to dry on tree branches/ bushes. 

Instead washing clothes, use plastic dolls or cuddly toys for some soapy 
bath time fun!......or toy cars for a car wash! 

See over for some songs to sing. 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 



 

 

   If Your Clothes Have Any Colour 
   (to the tune of "If You're Happy and You Know It") 

   If your clothes have any red, any red, 
   If your clothes have any red, any red, 
   If your clothes have any red, 
   Put your hands up on your head, 
   If your clothes have any red, any red. 

   If your clothes have any blue, any blue, 
   If your clothes have any blue, any blue, 
   If your clothes have any blue, 
   Put your finger on your shoe, 
   If your clothes have any blue, any blue. 

If your clothes have any green, any green, ………..Wave your hand so you are seen, etc 
If your clothes have any yellow, any yellow,……….Laugh like a happy fellow, etc 
If your clothes have any white, any white,……..Give a hug with all your might, etc 
If your clothes have any black, any black,……...Pat your neighbour on the back, etc 
If your clothes have any brown, any brown,……….Make a smile like a clown, etc 
 

   This is the Way We Wash Our Clothes 
   (to the tune of "Here We Go 'Round the Mulberry Bush") 

   This is the way we wash our clothes, 
   Rub-a-dub-dub, rub-a-dub-dub; 
   See them getting clean and white, 
   Rub-a-dub-dub, rub-a-dub-dub; 

   This is the way we hang them out, 
   Flippity-flap, flippity-flap; 
   See them blowing in the wind, 
   Flippity-flap, flippity-flap; 

   This is the way we pat them flat, 
   Smooth as can be, smooth as can be; 
   Soon our wash day will be done, 
   And nice clean clothes for you and me. 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Sensory Paths 

Many sensory activities only utilize the hands. Our feet are just as                 
sensitive as our hands and this activity allows children the experience of 
learning, exploring, and feeling with their feet. 

Lay out a trail of different textures to walk on 

textured pillow / cold water/ice cubes  / warm water / wet newspaper  /dried beans                   
bubble wrap / dried cereal / rice   / wooden beam or board  / various paint colours                                                                                     

cooked spaghetti / straw  / grass  / sand  / wet compost/ small rounded shingle                                                               

Once you’ve collected and prepared all of your sensory walking path items, 
make a plan for which items to place at which point in your walking path. 

PLEASE CONSIDER ALL RISKS: eg) Slipping? Sharp? Supporting balance? 
Walking, not running! Have a towel ready to wipe feet off in between       
sensory stations as needed. 

Space out the different items to provide a well-rounded and safe sensory 
experience. Spend  time and make discoveries at each sensory station.                              

Wiggle toes! Stomp feet! Jump up-and-down ! WITH CARE! 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

https://handsonaswegrow.com/sensory-activities-for-kids/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00006IV4N/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=thereimhous-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B00006IV4N&linkId=4b9f7ab25910961db6dad0b1b36c845a
https://handsonaswegrow.com/water-activity-with-newspaper/
https://handsonaswegrow.com/bubble-runway-popping/
https://handsonaswegrow.com/outdoor-play-balance-beam/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00004UBH3/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=thereimhous-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=B00004UBH3&linkId=30d09f4c59597eef306fc4c89c64ec17
https://handsonaswegrow.com/sensory-activity-spaghetti-potion/
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 Branch Bird Feeder 

For a simple bird feeder, mash some lard and mix it with wild bird seed. 
Mould the mixture into a sausage shape and spread it over a small branch 
with rough bark. 

 

Hang the branch from a tree or outside your window. The birds will perch 
on the little branches while having their breakfast! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternatives: 

 Spread the mixture directly onto the bark                                                                      
of a tree. 

 Spread the mixture on and into a fir cone.  

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Bug B&B 

        Make a minibeast  hotel to provide food, 
        shelter and a place to hibernate. 

        Make a chicken wire or plastic mesh  
        tube about 30cm x 15cm. 

        Push sticks through one end of the tube 
        to  make a ‘floor’. 

        Push more sticks and leaves down the  
        tube, filling it completely. 

        Place the hotel in a sheltered spot in  
        the woodland walk and put a flat piece  
        of wood over thetop so that the hotel  
        stays dry. 

        As the material rots down you can add  
        more  from the top. 

 

  

 

See over for some different hotel designs!................. 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

           tin cans...                                                      logs…. 

        straws...                            sticks...                        mugs... 

                      moss...                                   plastic bottles….  

….and a whole lot of imagination! 
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Go for an umbrella walk in the rain. Stop every now and again to listen to 
the rain, smell the rain, feel the rain and taste! 

Gather a collection of brightly coloured umbrellas to make a multi-coloured 
den to huddle under. Add tarpaulin if you want. Introduce lights and   
torches to further increase the sensory experience. 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

Take an Umbrella... 

 Leave an Umbrella!... 

Have fun ‘dancing and singing in the 
rain’! Wear waterproofs or cheap plastic 
ponchos or. In warmer weather change 
into PE kit or play clothes. 

 

If it’s not raining on the day of the      
activity, get the hosepipe and sprinkler 
out instead! 
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 Mud! Mud! Glorious Mud! 

 

Make a mud pit! - build a cave for 
a mud monster. 

 

Make a mud pie! - mix with sand 
or crushed leaves. Bake a birthday 
      cake for a friend. Add twig 
candles, some moss or leaves as icing 

and some pebble or shells as sweets on the top. Add herbs for a sweeter 
smell!! 

 

Make a mud kitchen! Use the mud kitchen or provide your own pots 
and pans, spoons and rolling pins and cook away with plenty of        
the main ingredient! 

 

Make a mud ball! Tie some string to a short twig and make a mud ball 
around it. Decorate the ball with natural materials and       hang from a 

tree. 

 

Make a mud stencil! Place a leaf over a log,     brick or paving 
stone. Paint mud over and around       the leaf. Lift the 
leaf to reveal a stencil! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Make a mud castle! Have the same fun you would have building 
a sand castle, except this time  with a big dollop of mud! 

 

Make a mud monster face! Mould some mud into a flattish 
shape and stick it a tree with rough bark or any other suitable       
    rough outdoor surface. Mould the mud into a monster face. 

 

Make mud graffiti! Draw mud graffiti on an outside wall (only do this 
somewhere where it’s easy to wash off!). Or try some nature      graffiti 

by painting mud on a tree truck or rock. 

 

Make mud body paint! Use ‘clean’ mud to cover your hands, arms or 
legs. Scrape swirling patterns or draw pictures using a blunt twig.      En-
joy the sensory experience! 

 

Make a muddy splash! Use ‘clean’ mud to cover your hands, arms 
or legs. Scrape swirling patterns or draw pictures using a blunt twig.          
Enjoy the sensory experience 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

Please pay due regard to health and 

safety issues when handling mud. 

Clay or new compost can be                

used for many of the  activities as     

a  suitable alternative. 
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 Scavenger Hunt / Treasure Hunt 

Explore the  outdoors.. Can you find? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

Something soft 

Something hard 

Something rough 

Something smooth 

Something tickly  

Something you like 

Something prickly  

Something shiny  

Something stinky 

Something colourful 

Snail shell 

Feather 

Something beginning with “B” 

Something round 

A really long blade of grass 

A round rock 

Piece of bark 

Dandelion 

A seeds 

Moss 

Pinecone 

Something that floats 

Piece of litter 

Blue Flower 

A large leaf 

A small leaf 

Something that smells nice 

Nut 

Something yellow 

Twig shaped like a “Y” 

Obviously you will not want to find all these things! The list is to give you some ideas  and to add to. 
You can adapt the hunt according to the needs of the group or individual.                                                    

eg)  Collect a set number of things from a list; Collect any five things you like. How many things can 
you collect in a set time?  Collect colours only. etc 

….Don’t forget to take a bag or box with you! 

Display all your items for other to see and talk about.                                                                      

Decorate a box, before the hunt , to make a                    
treasure chest to put all your treasure in! 
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 Hedgehog Home 

Have fun building a hedgehog house with a cardboard box …. 

 

1. cut slits about 15 cm by 5 cm, in each side to allow the air to circulate, 
and a square about 15 cm x 15 cm on the front side for an entrance. 

2. At this stage you may wish to decorate the box and personalise it for 
your spiky friend! 

3. Put some shredded paper inside . (Use , with suoervsison, e an electric 
paper shredder  for an added excitement ) Cover the paper with plen-
ty of clean dried leave and grass. 

4. .Place the box in a quiet, sheltered part of the school grounds prefer-
ably under a hedge, if possible with the entrance facing south. 

5. Cover the box with a plastic sheet  or bin bagto stop the box getting 
wet. 

6. Put twigs all around it and then cover it with dry grass and leaves to 
hide it well! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 



 

 

Please note: 

 

Do not  disturb the hedgehog house in winter. 

 

A cardboard house won’t last more than one winter. Clear it away in late April, after 

first making sure there is no hedgehog still in it.  

 

You can feed your hedgehog by putting out a dish of dog or cat food. It is a good idea 

to put a shallow dish of fresh water out, especially in the summer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 
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 Wild Masks 

Cut out a human or animal  face shape from some card. Remember to make 
eyeholes! Create a real or imaginary animal by using glue or double sided 
sticky tape to fix natural materials such as leaves, bark, feathers, wool, 
small pebbles, shells, moss to the mask. Attach the mask to a cardboard 
helmet as follows: 

    

 

 

 

 

   

   

 

          

Please return to the Outdoor Learning Activities File after use. Thank you. 

Cut 2 strips of card about 5cm x 30cm and longer strip 
about  5 x60cm. Bend the longer strip to make a com-
fortable headband.  Attach the shorter strips to the 
band crossing one  over the other. Tape all 4 ends to the 

inside of the band.(think Viking helmet!)  Attach the 
mask to the headband    helmet so that the eye holes 

are in line with the wearer’ eyes.. 

Alternatively…… use elastic instead! 

Try making a smaller eye mask instead. Stick a straight stick behind the 
mask and use this to hold the mask in front of your eye. 


